Dearest and Highly-Esteemed MEMBERS OF THE SJS COMMUNITY,
There are not enough words to relate my gratitude for all of your
understanding, patience, cooperation, trust and respect through a most
difficult period. The constant
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anxiety, the anger, the grief, the
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uncertainty...very few people, if anyone, has not struggled with what we have
experienced this past year, starting in March, 2020. Yet, through it all, because
of our UNITY of purpose, and the necessity to FOCUS on what was vital: the
trivial, the petty, the selfishness...somehow evaporated.
As you know, the Summer of 2020 was spent finalizing the grueling
construction details of our massive BEST IN CLASS PROJECT, with the constant
question being asked: "Will the school be ready for the students?" Add to that
the myriad accommodations that were mandated due to the pandemic...but
we remained resolute in our response: "The school HAS TO BE READY for the
students." And we kept telling ourselves that, until it became a reality.
As my Mother used to say, "From a thorn, comes a rose." (I think she was
particularly fond of that expression, as her name was Rose.) I kept reminding
myself that through the shock of the Spring, 2020, and the Summer's
drudgery, something good would emerge-something good would just have to
emerge... and emerge it did! Typical of our warm SJS Community, we opened
our hearts even further and welcomed so many new, lovely, amazing students
and their families...the rose had appeared. (Thanks, Mom!)
Furthermore, I will never forget the feeling of utter exuberance when the
Archdiocese began to (tentatively) announce that we were able to REOPEN 5
DAYS A WEEK FOR IN-PERSON INSTRUCTION, as long as our Reopening Plan
was approved! Ah, such JOY! I remember saying to myself, "Joy still does exist!"
after months of feeling deep despair that our beloved girls and boys may not
be able to return to in-person instruction at SJS. The sadness of not seeing our
phenomenal students was lifted... and was replaced by happiness and
anticipation!
Through a very dark time, you, our loyal SJS parents, had kept the faith! You
had re-registered your children, truly having no idea of what September would
look like...a valid indicator of trust that is nothing short of miraculous!

It is very difficult to describe how extraordinary your children have been this
year...the desire for normalcy, the resilience of youth and the perseverance of
will combined to make for a highly successful school year: filled with intense
academics, good will toward others, increased use of technology, extra specials
classes...it goes on and on.
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A special thank you to all of our teachers for their ingenuity, energy, and
determination...I fully appreciate the fatigue of teaching with a mask on, trying
to hear little ones through their masks...all while not lowering expectations for
classroom atmosphere and learning-awesome does not begin to cover it.
I could not be more appreciative to our generous Pastor, Father Peter, and the
entire SJS Administrative Team...when I asked for something for the school,
there was never a question or objection. We are all indebted to this rare,
brilliant Priest, who loves our school so much.
My deepest admiration and gratitude to The Mothers' Club who just kept
going...and going...under the flawless Leadership of Francine Flynn...to the
Parish Council, the Men's Club, and every parent who emailed, waved (and
were smiling under their masks) and spoke a kind word this year...THANK YOU
FROM THE BOTTOM OF MY HEART.
We will always remember our precious Father John Paul who left us after
Christmas...we will never forget the strong impact he made on us in such a
very short time; we ask him to continue to intercede for us with Jesus, Our
Saviour, and His Blessed Mother.
In closing, AS A COMMUNITY, we not only did what we had to do, but we
THRIVED- the roses are blooming!
I pray that each and every one of you has a restful, peaceful, healthy, happy
Summer!
Fondly, gratefully, and proudly,
Mary Ellen Sanchez,
Principal, SJS

